DEPARTMENT CHAIRS
School Year 2009-10

Art – Sue Savage (savage) (F), Lisa De Boer, 6123 (deboer) (S)
Biology – Beth Horvath, 6061 (Horvath) (F), Jeff Schloss, 6118 (schloss) (S)
Chemistry – Niva Tro, 6238 (tro)
Communication Studies – Greg Spencer, 6195 (spencer)
Economics and Business – Edd Noell, 6782 (noell)
Education – Andrew Mullen, 6288 (amullen)
English – Randy VanderMey, 7145 (vanderme)
History – Chandra Mallampalli, 6139 (mallampa)
Kinesiology – Glenn Town, 7120 (town)
Mathematics – Russell Howell 6178 (howell) (F), David Hunter, 6075 (dhunter) (S)
Modern Languages – Leonor Elías, 7085 (elias)
Music – Steve Butler, 6130 (butler)
Philosophy – David Vander Laan, 7041 (vanderla)
Physics – Ken Kihlstrom, 7015 (kihlstr)
Political Science – Susan Penksa, 6198 (penksa)
Psychology – Tom Fikes, 6115 (fikes)/Brenda Smith, 6113 (bsmith)
Religious Studies – Bruce Fisk, 7020 (fisk)
Sociology – Laura Montgomery, 6196 (montgome)
Theatre Arts – Mitchell Thomas, 6187 (thomas)
Interim Academic Dean – Richard Pointer (pointer)